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Randstad Data is currently on the hunt for a fantastic Data Architect to join a large organisation

with a household name. Working in a team of Enterprise Architects, you will play a key

role in architecting and implementing solutions that power our data-driven initiatives with

the initial project enhancing the Data & Analytics platform.

Responsibilities:

Take ownership of the Data Platform architecture, guiding and directing vendors to

ensure alignment with our strategic objectives. Proactively identify and rectify any

issues arising from vendor performance, ensuring resilience and efficiency.

Collaborate with cross-functional teams to design and implement scalable, robust

solutions leveraging Azure data services, Data bricks, and Azure integration. Utilise your

expertise in Microsoft technologies to drive innovation and excellence across our data

landscape.

Lead the charge in enhancing our data analytics capabilities, leveraging real-time data to

drive actionable insights and business value.

Serve as a trusted advisor to senior leadership, providing strategic guidance on data

architecture, technology trends, and best practices.

Necessary Skills:

Extensive experience in enterprise architecture, with a focus on data platform solutions.
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Proven track record of successfully architecting and implementing data platforms in a

Microsoft environment, utilising Azure data services, Data bricks, and Azure integration.

Strong leadership skills, with the ability to effectively collaborate with cross-functional

teams and guide vendors to deliver optimal results.

Resilience and adaptability in challenging environments, with a proactive approach to

problem-solving.

Excellent communication and stakeholder management skills, with the ability to

translate technical concepts into business value.

Interested? Apply Now!

Send your application by clicking “Apply Now” and following the prompts. Alternatively, send

your CV to joshua.sharp@randstaddigital.com.au

Please note, this role is only open to candidates with unlimited working rights in Australia and

live locally or are happy to relocate to Brisbane for the opportunity.

At Randstad, we are passionate about providing equal employment opportunities and

embracing diversity to the benefit of all. We actively encourage applications from any

background.

Apply Now
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